
Ninja Focus was a startup company with the mission of 

promoting mindfulness, healthy sleep, better focus and 

positive behavior to young children. 

They wanted to build a robust, child-centric mobile application and media 

platform featuring meditation tracks, bedtime stories and yoga instruction 

to children ages three to twelve years old. The mindfulness platform also 

needed to include a rewards system, customizable avatar and other unique 

features to keep kids engaged. Many of their ideas had never before been 

executed in a mobile application. Gate6 joined Ninja Focus as a partner 

and investor and proceeded to get to work on the design of the platform.

Introduction

Killer Ideas.  

Brilliant Execution.
The gate6 team designed and developed the Ninja Focus mobile app proof of concept in just two months; quickly 

taking the client’s vision from dream to reality. The goal was to build a scalable architecture to support easy and 

fast content expansion. The global gate6 team worked around the clock to deliver the app to the App Store and 

Google Play Store in just four more months.



Technologies we used

Balsamiq, Invision, Zeplin Android , iOS Web Application and Analytics

Gitlab CI/CD

NodeJS, Python(AI), MongoDB 

Postgres, Firebase, 

Kubernetes clusters

AWS S3, MediaConvert API, 

Lambda function, data pipeline

Gate6 developed a custom content management platform to dynamically manage the content and the user experience and 

integrated the app with Google Home, Alexa and Apple Watch.

The Ninja Focus mobile app project involved every 

one of gate6’s service areas from creative and 

branding to video development, mobile 

 The custom analytics dashboard provides a clear snapshot into up-to-the-minute app downloads, content consumption, user 

behavior and campaign-based tracking This enables Ninja Focus to make content and campaign decisions based on actual 

user behavior.

As part of the Ninja Focus project, gate6 also developed a sophisticated, custom 

analytics platform to provide real-time data into user behavior.



The Results

From concept to app 

store in 6 months

30k+ subscribers 5-star app reviews Customer questions 

resolved within 24-hours

Client Testimonial

Parent Testimonial

“Gate6 has been an incredible partner for Ninja Focus. Gate6 engineering team is one of the best in the industry, delivering software at 

lightning speed. Their ability to execute has given us the confidence to increase our investment across multiple functions including - UX design, 

software development, analytics and customer success. As a strategic partner and now also an investor in Ninja Focus, Gate6 has become an 

integral part of our organization. As we continue our startup journey, Gate6 development and customer success team will be playing a pivotal 

role as we take on competition and deliver a superior experience to our customers across the globe”

“My son loves this app! It helps him fall asleep easier, and the meditations help him self-regulate. Thanks so much.”

Brianna R., May 2020

Praveen Mamnani, Co-founder, CEO Ninja Focus, Inc.  

www.gate6.com623-572-7725 sales@gate6.com

Launched on 

Google and Apple 

app stores with 5-

star rating 

Analytics platform 

and Admin UI 

provided deep 

visibility for 

thousands of 

global subscribers

Rapid turnaround 

time for new 

feature updates

Rapid answers to 

user questions built 

brand trust
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